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PROBLEM DEPARTMENT.
Conducted by J. A. Nyberg,
Hyde Park High School, Chicago

This department aims to provide problems of varying degrees of difficulty
which will interest anyone engaged in the study of mathematics.

All readers are invited to propose problems and solve problems here pro-
posed. Problems and solutions will be credited to their authors. Each
solution, or proposed problem, sent to the Editor should have the author’s
name introducing the problem or solution as on the following pages.

The Editor of the department desires to serve its readers by making it
interesting and helpful to them. If you have any suggestion to make, mail
it to him. Address all communications to J. A. Nyberg, 1044 -^* Marquette
Road, Chicago.

SOLUTION OF PROBLEMS.
661. Proposed by Jas. H. Packham, Collegiate Institute, Owen Sound.
Given an ZABC, a point Q on BC, and a point P between the sides of

the angle. Construct an isosceles triangle, having its vertex on AB, its
base on BC, one extremity of the base at Q, and the side opposite Q
passing through P.

I. Solution by Norman Anning, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Let BA have the equation: y == kx’,

BC the equation: y = o;
Q the coordinates: (a, o)’, and
P the coordinates: (b, c). Let S be the other extremity of the

base of the isosceles triangle, and let it have the coordinates: (s, o) "where
s remains to be determined.
The vertex, R, of the isosceles triangle lies upon the lines 2x == a+s»

y = kx, and, consequently, has the coordinates
[(a+s)/2, k(a+s)/2].

Now P lies upon the line RS, hence
s, o, 1
b, c, 1 = 0.

a+s, k(a-}-s), 2
or

s^^k) -^-s^ak�bk�c) �abk-{-ac == 0.

Since s is a root of a quadratic equation whose coefficients are functions
of the known quantities, a, b, c, k, its value can be constructed, step by
step, with straight-edge and compasses.

Similarly solved by A. Pelletier, Montreal, Can.
II. Comment by the Editor.
After discovering the solution by analytic geometry as above, it is
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possible to translate the analysis into the language of elementary geometry
because the problem involves only lines. Thus:

Instead of saying the equation of BA is y == kx, we will select an
arbitrary length BT’ for unity. Draw T’T, PP’, RR’.1.BC. Measured
with BT’ as a unit, let the lengths of the various lines be: T’T = k,
P’P = c, BP’ == b, BS = s, BQ == a. We calculate BR’ = (a+s)/2
since R’ is the midpoint of segment SQ. From the similar triangles BT’T
and BR’R, we calculate R’R = k(a-{-s)/2. Then from the similar tri-
angles SP’P and SR’R we derive the proportion SP’/P’P = SR’/R’R,
which reduces to

(b�s)/c == (a�s)/fc(a4-s) or s^-^s^ak�bk�c) �abk-{-ac ==0.
Here s is the unknown which is to be determined.
The reader who is unfamiliar with such a method of analysis may wonder

why we are permitted to choose any length BT’ for unity. This question
would be answered if we try to carry out the construction. For example,
we must find the products ak, bk, etc. The fourth proportion to BT’,
a, k, would be ak; the fourth proportion to BT’, 6, k, would be bk. And
changing the length BT’, would also change k, but leave ak or bk un-
changed. As a matter of fact bk is merely the length of the perpendicular
to BC from P’ to its intersection with BA, and ak is the length of the
perpendicular to BC from Q to its intersection with BA. These lengths
are independent of any choice of BT’.
662. Proposed by J. L. Riley, Stephenville, Texas.

If a, b, c, d are the sides, and A the area, of a quadrilateral inscribed in
a circle of radius R, prove that

IGW^2 == (ab-}-cd)(bc+da)(ca+db).
Solution by J. H. Packham, Owen Sound, Can.
Let A, B, C, D be the vertices of the quadrilateral, AB == a, BC == 5,

CD == c, DA - d, AC = e, BD - /. Then
2A ^ a5sinB 4-c^sinD == (a6+cd)sinB

since B and D are supplementary angles. Similarly,
2A == (ad+bc)sinA.
Drawing a diameter from D, we see that sinA == BD/2R; and similarly,

drawing a"diameter from C, sinB == AC/2R. But since the quadrilateral
is inscribed in a circle, ef == ac-}-bd (Ptolemy^s Theorem). By substitu-
tion and multiplication we derive the desired equation.
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Also solved by N. Anning, A. Pelletier, W. R. Warne.
663. Proposed by A. Pelletier, Montreal, Canada.
Prove that the product of four consecutive numbers can not be a per-

fect square.
Solution by L. E. Mensenkamp, Freeport, Illinois.
If we denote the four consecutive numbers by n, n+1, n+2, and

n+3, we have the identity
n(^+l)(^+2)(n+3) == (n2+3n) (n2+3n+2) (1)

where the first member of the right hand side is obtained by multiplying
the first and last factors of the left hand side, and the second factor on
the right side is the product of the two intermediate factors of the left side.

If we set k == n2+3^+l, we see from the right side of (1) that our given
product becomes (fc�l)(fc+l) == k2�!. Hence the product of our
four consecutive numbers is always equal to the square of an integer
diminished by one, and therefore can not itself be the square of an integer.

Also solved by N. Anning, J". H. Packham, W. R. Warne, and the Pro-
poser.
664. Proposed by N. P. Pandya, Amreli, Kathiawad, India.
Three equal chords (length I) of a circle form, when produced both

ways, a triangle ABC. Express the sides of the triangle in terms of its
angles and I. Hence find under what circumstances the sides would be
in geometrical progression.

Remark by A Pelletier, Montreal, Can.

It seems that the sides of the triangle can not be expressed in terms
of its angles and I. The figure shows that two triangles may have the
same angles and I, and still have their corresponding sides unequal,
665. Proposed by W. R. Warne, State College, Pa.

Solve eos(ax) � Gos(bx) == eos(a-}-c)x � eos(b-}-c)x.
Solution by J. F. Stecker, Pennsylvania State College, Pa.
Since’ 2GOs(ax)Gos(bx) = 2Gos[(a-}-c)x]GOs[(b-}-c)x],

cos(a-}-b)x-[-GOs(a�b)x == cos(a+&+2c)a;+cos(a�&)a?,
or, cos(a+b)x == Gos(a+b+2c)x,

(a+b)x == 2k7r–(a-}-b+2c)x
where k is any-,integer, positive, negative or zero.

Solving for a;, x = kv/c, ^7r/(a+6+c). ’

Also solved by N. Anning, J. H. Packham, A. Pelletier, and the Proposer,
PROBLEMS FOR SOLUTION.

676. Proposed by W. R. Warne, Pennsylvania State College, Pa.
A quadrilateral ABCD is such a one that a circle can be inscribed in it

and another circle circumscribed about it. Prove that
tan2A/2 == bc/ad.
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677. Selected.
Prove the following theorem due to Ceva (Milan, 1678):
Lines drawn through the vertices of a triangle, and passing through a

common point, determine upon the sides six segments, such that the
product of three non-consecutive segments is equal to the product of the
three other segments.
678. Proposed by A. Pelletier, Ecole Polytechnique, Montreal, Can.
Prove that the square of an integer is never of the form 12n +5.

679. Proposed by several contributors during the past year.
At what time past h o^clock is the minute hand m minutes ahead of the

’ hour hand, assuming naturally that both hands move at a ,uniform rate
and not by jerks?
680. For undergraduates. See announcement in October issue. Proposed

by Norman Anning, Ann Arbor, Mich.
If it requires 11 "rounds" of the binder to cut one-half of a rectangular

wheat field and 14 more to cut the remainder, find the ratio of the length
of the field to its width. All swaths are full width.
The department frequently receives problems concerning the value

of which it is undecided, either because of the difficulties involved or be-
cause the interest may be limited. Three are presented below. The editor
invites an expression of opinion. Solutions if received will be presented.
A. Proposed by R.~T. McGregor, Elk Grove, Cal.

If on an average of one vessel in every ten is wrecked, find the chance
that out of five vessels expected at least four will arrive safely.
B. Proposed by J. H. Packham, Owen Sound, Can.
The arc of a circle is one mile long and the chord of the arc is six inches

less. Find the radius of the circle.
G. Proposed by Burrell Morgan, Panther, W. Va.
By arithmetic solve: Over what area can an aviator gaze when up

2,000 feet above the open ocean?

SCIENCE QUESTIONS.
Conducted by Franklin T. Jones,

The Warner & Swasey Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
Readers are invited to propose questions for solution�scientific or peda-

gogical�and to answer questions proposed by others or by themselves Kindly
address all communications to Franklin T Jones, 10109 Wilbur Ave., S E.,
Cleveland, Ohio
Please send examination papers on any subject or from any

source to the Editor of this department. He will reciprocate by
sending you such collections of questions as may interest you and be at his
disposal. Ask for the examinations you would especially like to get.

FOREIGN EXAMINATIONS.
The editor of this department desires to obtain examinations in NAT-

URAL SCIENCE (as well as other subjects) from schools in France, Belgium,
Italy, Spain, Denmark, Sweden, Norway and Finland Any reader of
SCHOOL SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS in these countries will confer a
great favor upon the editor by writing to him upon this subject.

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS FOR SOLUTION.
In the June, 1920, number of SCHOOL SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS,

page 556, there was published an examination in Dynamics from the
Scottish Universities Entrance Board. You are requested to give these
problems to your classes in physics, or to individuals, and send in their
solutions, right or wrong.

There follows below two examination papers, one given in March, 1919,
by the Scottish Universities Entrance Examination Board and one given
in June, 1920, by the College Entrance Examination Board. Obtain
solutions of the problems numbered:

84P, 250, 251, 252, 252, and 25^.


